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Introduction 

 
1. The second witness caucusing for the replacement district plan rural quarrying 

provisions regarding hydrogeology – quarrying groundwater buffer rules, took place at 

Unit 2, 14 Lowe Street on Tuesday, 13th October 2015. 

 

2. The caucusing was attended by the following parties: 

(a) Mr Stephen Douglass, GHD Ltd, for Fulton Hogan Ltd; 

(b) Dr Helen Rutter, Aqualinc Research Ltd, for Christchurch City Council; and 

(c) Mr Rob Potts, Lowe Environmental Impact Ltd, for Christchurch City Council. 

 

3. This joint statement captures the salient points from the caucusing and subsequent 

email correspondence.  It supersedes the witness caucusing that took place on 

Thursday 24th September 2015 between Messrs Potts and Douglass. 

 

Body of Statement 

 

4. There was total agreement between all witnesses on the factual science matters 

discussed.  The witnesses also agreed that it was not within their area of expertise to 

decide whether rules should be deleted from the proposed Replacement District Plan 

(pRDP).  These are recoded below. 

 

5. Mr Douglass advised that the rules in Chapter 17 of the pRDP regarding excavation to a 

depth that is less than one metre from the maximum recorded groundwater level is 

essentially the same as Rules’ 5.175 and 5.176 in ECan’s Land and Water Regional 

Plan (LWRP).  In the pRDP, it is either restricted discretionary or non-complying, 

whereas in the LWRP it is a restricted discretionary activity. 

 

6. Mr Potts advised that the primary intention of the depth of excavation in the pRDP is not 

to replicate those of ECan, which are for aquifer protection, but to ensure that the land 

use activities that are undertaken on the rehabilitated area remain viable, i.e. that 

groundwater does not end up so close to the surface that it rules out a number of land 

use or crop alternatives in the long-term.  He also advised, that in setting depths of 

unsaturated material and topsoil in rehabilitation, that risk to the aquifer from the final 

landuse activity is reduced. He also advised that he did not have an issue with 

quarrying close to groundwater, as aquifer protection during excavation was an ECan 

issue, providing that there was an appropriate depth of suitable material replaced 

following quarry closure to allow an unsaturated depth for a number of land uses.  He 

tabled an advisory table that gives appropriate depths of fill and topsoil for varying land 
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use activities but that robust science to justify the depths was difficult to find. How this 

information is used in the pRDP is currently unknown and perhaps it will end up as an 

advisory document to assist with rehabilitation plans.  All witnesses agreed that the 

table was useful. 

 

7. Based on Mr Potts’ explanation of the Council’s requirement for unsaturated material 

depth, Mr Douglass considered that it seemed more appropriate for the matters raised 

by Mr Potts to be included within the rehabilitation rules and not the excavation rules.  

He concluded that perhaps there was no need for the Council to have a maximum 

depth of excavation rule with regard to groundwater depth (Rule 17.6.4.6, 17.3.2.5 

(NC4), and 17.4.2.5 (NC5)) as this is covered in the LWRP.  In addition, Mr Douglass 

noted that Rule 17.8.2.X, contained in the “matters for discretion” section is more 

aligned with the rehabilitation rules.   

 

8. Some discussion was held regarding the need for quarries to get consent from ECan, 

and possibly CCC, for excavation into the 1 m buffer.  Mr Douglass explained that the 

assessment of effects required to gain consent from ECan would be similar if not the 

same submitted to CCC for consent.  All witnesses agreed that consent to excavate 

closer to groundwater is required (i.e. <1 m buffer), as there is increased risk to 

groundwater quality associated with site activities and clean filling operations.  

 

9. Discussion on the likely consent conditions of this deepened excavation was held.  Dr 

Rutter was concerned that groundwater monitoring may not pick up contaminant 

plumes due to preferential pathways in old river channels where velocities are high and 

contaminants are transported long distances.  Mr Douglass agreed these channels do 

exist but the flows in them offer large dilution.  Mr Potts commented that the monitoring 

is really just a check and the driver for allowing consent would be robust management 

and operational plans that limit potential for effects.  All agreed with this and further 

decided it was beyond their scope to assess likely consent conditions and effects but to 

agree that consent to go deeper than the 1 m buffer should be required by some 

organisation. 

 

10. Dr Rutter raised the issue regarding Territorial Authorities’ responsibilities in managing 

their source water under the Drinking Water Amendment Act (2007).  Some discussion 

was held on this but no conclusion reached.  Dr Rutter was to do some research on this 

and include it in her evidence if relevant. 
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11. The witnesses agreed that it was outside their area of expertise to comment on whether 

it was appropriate to duplicate rules in the pRDP and the LWRP.  Some discussion was 

undertaken regarding locating the 1 m rule within the rehabilitation rules, however, the 

same conclusion was arrived at – this is not a science matter but a planning matter.  Mr 

Douglass also noted that rehabilitation was not within the area he was briefed on. Dr 

Rutter was concerned that removing the rule in the pRDP might have a consequence 

that we were not aware of, but that this would have to be assessed by planners. 

 

12. Some discussion occurred in the earlier caucusing over the difference in “Highest 

Recorded Groundwater” buffer historically used by CCC and the “Highest Seasonal 

Groundwater” buffer used by ECan.  Mr Douglass provided the definition of Highest 

Seasonal Groundwater in the LWRP: 

“means, at the time the activity is established, the highest elevation that the 

water table has reached between the months of June and August inclusive.” 

 

13. He further commented that ECan consider all historical records in determining the level, 

which is then set at the time of establishment, i.e. all years are assessed.  Seasonal 

means between the months of June and August and this was put into the Plan as some 

aquifer recharge trials outside these months may have artificially altered highest 

groundwater records in some areas.  All agreed that using the June to August period 

might not capture higher groundwater levels that often occur in September. 

 

14. Mr Potts and Mr Douglass believed that the ECan definition resulted in the same level 

of protection as the “Highest Recorded Groundwater” previously used by CCC and 

setting a time of the assessment gave some certainty to all parties.   

 

15. Dr Rutter raised concern that with the development of the Central Plains Water (CPW) 

Irrigation Scheme, that groundwater levels may rise in some areas, and this may occur 

outside of the seasonal period assessed by ECan.  There was some discussion on the 

conservatism in the CPW modelling, particularly around race lining.  Dr Rutter 

discussed this with the groundwater modeller who carried out the CPW scenarios, and 

concluded that a 0.2 to 0.3 m rise in groundwater levels was predicted for the Macleans 

Island area, and that most of the mounding was a result of irrigation, not race or pipe 

losses. 

 

16. The witnesses also agreed that there will always be some uncertainty in predicting the 

highest groundwater level at a site from historical groundwater maximum levels and 

therefore the 1 m rule also provides for some of this uncertainty.  
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Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses 

 

17. The witnesses confirm that in producing this joint witness statement they have read and 

complied with Section 7 and Appendix 3 of the Environment Court Practice Note (2014) 

relating to expert witnesses generally and the protocol for expert conferencing. 

 

Summary 

 

18. The witnesses are in agreement in the scientific matters discussed, with no areas of 

difference.  They agree that a 1 m buffer rule between excavation and groundwater is 

appropriate to trigger an assessment of potential risks to groundwater quality. 

 

Signed by: 

 

 

……………………...........   Dated: 15 October 2015 

Rob Potts 

Senior Principal, Lowe Environmental Impact Ltd 

 

 

……………………………   Dated: 15 October 2015 

Stephen Douglass 

Principal Hydrogeologist, GHD Ltd 

 

 

……………………………   Dated: 15 October 2015 

Helen Rutter 

Senior Hydrogeologist, Aqualinc Research Ltd 


